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Wellbeing in Politics and Policy will bring new lenses through which to understand
the significance of the dramatic rise of interest in wellbeing as a goal of public policy.
While a number of academic disciplines have been influential in both shaping and
seeking to explain developments, the Politics discipline has been relatively silent, leaving
important theoretical and empirical insights largely absent from debates: insights
that have increasing significance as political interest grows. This series will provide a
distinctive addition to the field that puts politics and policy at the centre, while embracing
interdisciplinary contributions. Contributions will be encouraged from various subfields
of the discipline (e.g., political theory, comparative politics, governance and public policy,
international relations) and from those located in other disciplines that speak to core
political themes (e.g., accountability, gender, inequality, legitimacy and power). The
series will seek to explore these themes through policy studies in a range of settings
– international, national and local. Comparative studies – either of different policy
areas and/or across different settings – will be particularly encouraged. The series will
incorporate a wide range of perspectives from critical to problem-solving approaches,
drawing on a variety of epistemologies and methodologies. The series welcomes Pivots,
edited collections and monographs.
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